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Glossary of Terms and Abbreviations
AIF

Alternative Investment Fund

AIFM

Alternative Investment Fund Manager

AIFMD

Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive

AuM

Assets under Management

CBI

Central Bank of Ireland

CCF

Common Contractual Fund

CSO

Central Statistics Office

Direct Impacts

The direct economic output generated by firms within the Investment Funds
industry in Ireland, through its purchases of goods and services (including labour)
from the Irish economy in which it operates, and its contribution to GVA and
Exchequer (tax payments).

EFAMA

European Fund and Asset Management Association

Irish-Domiciled Fund

An investment fund which is authorised and regulated by the Central Bank of
Ireland

Non-Domiciled Fund

An investment fund which is authorised and regulated in a jurisdiction outside of
the Republic of Ireland

ETF

Exchange Traded Fund

FTE

Full-Time Equivalent – The unit which indicates the time worked by one
employee on a full-time basis. It is used to convert the hours worked by
part-time employees into the hours worked by full-time employees.

GDP

Gross Domestic Product

GVA

Gross Value Added. GVA effectively represents the overall contribution of the
industry to Irish economy GDP

ICAV

Irish Collective Asset-management Vehicle

Irish Funds / IF

Irish Funds Industry Association

ILP

Investment Limited Partnership

Indirect Impacts

Indirect impacts include the knock-on business activity that is supported through
direct economic activity, e.g., the positive economic impacts of upstream suppliers.

Induced impacts

Induced impacts are concerned with the knock-on impact of household
consumption due to direct economic activity.

MMF

Money Market Fund

NAV

Net Asset Valuation

QIAIF

Qualifying Investor Alternative Investment Fund

RIAIF

Retail Investor Alternative Investment Fund

SMIC

Self-Managed Investment Companies

UCITS

Undertakings for Collective Investment in Transferable Securities
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Executive Summary

Executive Summary
Introduction

Summary of Key Findings re Economic Impact

This report was completed on behalf of the Irish
Funds Industry Association (‘Irish Funds’) by Indecon
International Economic Consultants. The report represents
an independent assessment of the economic impact of the
investment funds industry on the Irish economy.

A pictorial representation of the main findings from
Indecon’s assessment, in terms of the key dimensions
of direct and wider economic impacts of the funds
industry in Ireland, is provided in the infographic below.
This indicates that the sector is a major contributor to
employment and output in the Irish economy, and also
demonstrates a high level of contribution to economic
value added. Significantly, the sector also contributes
over €0.8 billion per annum in direct tax returns to
the exchequer.

The overall aim of this study is to undertake an empirical
and quantitatively-based assessment, with the objective
of informing a clear understanding of the profile and
economic footprint, and contribution and benefits of the
funds industry to the Irish economy.

Irish Investment Funds Industry – Component of Economic Impact

REVENUE

EMPLOYMENT

€837
Million

16,003
Direct FTEs

€9,271 Mil.
Revenue / Fee
Income in 2018

Total Tax
Contribution
to the
Irish Exchequer

Direct, Indirect
& Induced Effects

Direct, Indirect
& Induced Effects

32, 973

€14,016 Mil.

Total Employment
Impact in 2018

Source: Indecon

GROSS
VALUE ADDED

€7,142 Mil.

€11, 410 Mil.

in Direct
Gross Value
Added

in Direct, Indirect
and Induced
Gross Value
Added

Direct, Indirect
& Induced Effects

Indecon International Research Economists
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Funds Industry Profile and
Record of Sustained Growth
The profile of and recent trends in the funds industry
demonstrate that the sector is an internationally-traded
industry, which connects international investors with global
investment expertise via services provided in Ireland. The
sector has also demonstrated a record of sustained growth.
The growth of the funds industry in Ireland can be traced
to a number of policy and market developments in Europe
and internationally. Key factors which have driven and
supported the development of the industry in Ireland
have included the introduction of EU Directives, notably
the UCITS Directive and the Alternative Investment
Fund Managers Directive; the internationalisation of
the investment management industry; the significant
expansion of asset management strategies and asset
classes which could be accessed via collective investment
vehicles, including UCITS and Alternative Investment
Funds; and the reforms in pension and wider savings in EU
and non-EU markets.

The potential for Ireland arising from these developments
has been realised through the building of skilled capabilities
in investment funds servicing and management in the Irish
economy.
The ‘ecosystem’ that supports the functioning of the
industry connects investors/savers with global investment
expertise and involves a range of specialist service
providers, including fund management companies, fund
administration/depositary services, auditing/tax and legal
services and other services such as securities, technology/
software, etc. Indecon estimates that over 160 different
firms operate in the Irish funds industry and a number of
the larger entities provide a range of services.

Overview of Funds Industry Ecosystem in Ireland

Connecting Investors / Savers with Global Investment Expertise

Investment
Managers

Management
Companies

Central Bank
of Ireland

Depositaries

Investors

Administrators
Investment
Funds

Non-Domiciled
Funds

Auditors

Other Service
Providers
Legal
Advisors
Source: Indecon
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The scale of successful development of the investment funds
industry in Ireland is evidenced by the data on the trends
in the number and value of funds under administration. As
at the end of December 2018, there were 13,914 funds
under administration in Ireland. These funds were either
Domiciled Funds or Non-domiciled Funds.
The overall number of funds under administration has
experienced a sustained upward trend since 2008,
growing by 28.2% over this period. The strengths of
Ireland as a centre for establishing and servicing funds is
also evidenced by the mix of funds: 7,290 (52.4%) of the
funds under administration at the end of 2018 were Irishdomiciled, while 6,624 funds (47.6%) were non-domiciled.
(See figure below.)
While the primary asset classes utilised by investment funds
are equities and bonds, a notable feature of the industry
has been the growth in breadth and sophistication of
asset types. Ireland’s success in supporting these
developments is evidenced by the fact that alternatives
and Money Market Funds (MMFs) now account for 25%
and 20% respectively, of the overall value of Irish-domiciled
fund assets.

The value of fund assets under administration in Ireland
has grown by over 200% since 2008, with the overall value
of Irish-domiciled and non-domiciled funds reaching
a combined value of €4.2 trillion by the end of 2018.
Growth has been faster amongst Irish-domiciled assets,
which saw an average annual rate of increase of 14.1%,
compared to 9.1% per annum for non-Irish domiciled
funds (see figure overleaf).
Ireland’s strength as a centre for the funds industry in
Ireland is evidenced by the fact that Irish domiciled funds
consistently attract a high proportion of all the net sales
into European domiciled funds, and over the three-year
period from 2016-2018 accounted for between 30-38% of
all the net sales of investment funds in Europe. In addition,
Ireland now accounts for 59% of European ETF assets
and regularly attracts more than 50% of the net sales into
European ETFs.

Number of Irish-Domiciled and Non-Domiciled Funds in Ireland

Source: Indecon analysis of Central Bank of Ireland data
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Breakdown of Total Value of Fund Assets under Administration in Ireland

Source: Indecon analysis of Central Bank of Ireland data

High-Skilled Employment Supported by
Funds Industry
The investment funds industry in Ireland is a substantial
employer of high-skilled individuals, who assist in providing
a range of specialist services to enable the establishment,
sale, administration and oversight of Irish-domiciled as
well as non-domiciled funds. It is estimated that a total
of 16,003 full-time equivalent (FTE) persons are employed

in investment funds-related activities in Ireland, based on
the position as at the end of 2018. The majority of persons
employed in the industry work in fund administration/
depositary services organisations and investment/asset
management. A key feature of this employment is that
it supports high-skilled personnel in financial, legal and
other knowledge-based activities.

Breakdown of Employment Directly Supported by the Investment Funds Sector in Ireland
Type of organisation

Number of FTEs - 2018

Fund Administrator/Depositary

10,212

Investment/Asset Manager

1,897

Auditor/Tax or Legal Services

1,450

Fund Management Company

352

Multiple types selected

647

Other

1,445

Total

16,003

Source: Indecon research among Irish funds industry participants
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Direct Economic Contribution including
Regional Spread of Economic Activity

•

The funds industry also supports the Irish economy
through substantial expenditures on labour and nonlabour business inputs. This included expenditure of
just under €1.5 billion on wages and salaries for funds
industry-related staff, and €2.1 billion on the purchase of
other non-labour business inputs in Ireland during 2018.

•

It is estimated that the overall direct GVA contribution
amounted to €7.14 billion in 2018. GVA effectively
represents the overall contribution of the industry to
Irish economy GDP.

•

It is estimated that organisations in the investment
funds sector paid an estimated €0.8 billion in annual
direct tax to the Irish Exchequer in 2018.

The key findings from Indecon’s research in relation to
the direct economic contribution of the funds industry in
Ireland are as follows:
•

•

It is estimated that a total of €9.27 billion in revenue
was generated by the investment funds sector in
Ireland in 2018. Investment and asset managers made
up the largest portion of this revenue, followed by
administrators/depositaries, and fund management
companies.
An important finding of this assessment concerns
the regional spread of economic activity and
employment. This is highlighted in the infographic
below. Of particular note is that the research
highlights the presence of clusters of employment
in regional centres outside of Dublin, including
Cork, Limerick, Galway, Kilkenny, Wexford and four
other counties.

Regional Breakdown of Employment Supported in Investment Funds Industry in Ireland – 2018

Direct Investment Fund-Related
Employment supported in Ireland

In other counties: Louth,
Kildare, Sligo and Waterford

16,003
FTEs in Ireland

558

413
in
Galway

936
in
Limerick

1,346
in
Cork

11,541
in
Dublin

772

in
Kilkenny

439
in
Wexford

Note: Figures relate to Full-Time Equivalent Persons (FTEs)

Source: Indecon research among Irish funds industry participants
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Wider Economic Impacts

•

In addition to the direct economic impacts of funds
industry participants, the overall economic impact of the
funds industry in Ireland includes the wider economic
impacts that arise as a result of the inter-sectoral multiplier
impacts of industry expenditures and employment.
Indecon has applied its sectoral input-output model of the
Irish economy to quantify the wider multiplier impacts of
the funds industry on the Irish economy.

As highlighted previously, a total of €9.27 billion in
revenue was generated directly by the investment
funds sector in Ireland in 2018. However, when the
indirect and induced impacts of the Irish Funds
industry are taken into account, the overall economywide impact of the funds industry in terms of output
supported across the Irish economy is estimated at
over €14 billion in 2018.

•

When the indirect and induced multiplier impacts are
taken into account, the direct employment supported
by the Irish Funds industry in Ireland (16,003 FTEs)
increases to 32,973 FTEs across the Irish economy. (See
figure below.)

These wider impacts include direct, indirect and induced
impacts, which arise through the expenditures of funds
industry enterprises in the Irish economy. The key
findings from Indecon’s modelling of the wider/multiplier
impacts of the Irish funds industry, in terms of economic
output, employment, incomes and Gross Value Added,
are as follows:

Wider Impacts of Irish Funds Industry – Breakdown of Economy-wide Employment Impacts

Source: Indecon research among Irish funds industry participants
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Prospects for Future Growth
Indecon also examined the prospects for future growth
of the Irish funds industry, as well as the factors likely to
impact on growth.
As part of the research undertaken by Indecon among
funds industry participants, the views of firms were
sought in relation to their projections for growth in
business volumes over the medium term (next five years).
On average, these industry predictions suggest that
business volumes could expand by approximately 2228% over the next five years. It is important to emphasise
that caution should be exercised in interpreting these
projections, given the considerable uncertainty attached
to any such predictions.
In relation to the main factors likely to impact on future
growth prospects, it is notable, though perhaps not
surprising, that the regulatory environment is regarded by
the industry as by far the factor likely to have the greatest
impact on growth prospects over the medium term, with
58% of respondents to Indecon’s research ranking this as
the largest impact. Also highlighted as an important factor
affecting future growth was the legislative environment,
with 34% of industry respondents saying this has the
second largest impact.
Indicative scenarios developed by Indecon suggest that if
the industry’s growth predictions materialise, the number of
persons employed in the provision of various services and
supports could increase from the existing 16,003 FTEs in
2018 to an estimated 19,783 FTEs in 2023, under a central
growth scenario, while the overall level of tax contribution
from the funds industry could increase to an estimated
€1.03 billion by 2023. These illustrative scenarios assume

that the structure of the industry, and in particular the
relationships between business volumes, expenditures,
employment levels and tax payments, remain constant at
existing levels.

Overall Conclusion
Indecon’s independent assessment highlights the
successful development, and record of sustained growth,
of the funds industry in Ireland since the late 1980s. The
research, for the first time, demonstrates that the funds
sector comprises a diverse ecosystem of enterprises and is
a major contributor to high-skilled employment, as well as
output and value-added in the Irish economy. The sector
provides a very significant tax return to the Irish Exchequer.
The assessment highlights the regional spread of
economic activity supported outside of the Dublin area,
with very significant clusters of employment in regional
centres, including Cork, Limerick, Galway, Kilkenny and
Wexford. In addition, the direct economic contribution
gives rise to significant wider economic benefits across
the Irish economy.
Going forward, the Irish funds industry remains optimistic
in terms of the prospects for further growth over the
next five years. This will deliver associated increases in
economic benefits for the Irish economy, but will require
a continued rigorous focus on retaining and building on
Ireland’s comparative strengths as a centre to establish and
service the global funds market.

Indecon International Research Economists
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1

Introduction, Background and Approach to Assessment

1.1

Introduction

This report was completed on behalf of the Irish
Funds Industry Association (‘Irish Funds’) by Indecon
International Research Economists. The report represents
an independent assessment of the economic impact of the
investment funds industry on the Irish economy.

1.2

Background to Assessment

The background to this study is that Irish Funds is the
representative body for the international investment
fund community in Ireland. The association represents
over 140 member firms, including asset managers,
depositaries, administrators, transfer agents, auditors,
law firms and other specialist providers to the wider
funds industry in Ireland.
At the end of 2018, the industry administered almost 14,000
investment funds with a value of over €4.2 trillion. However,
despite the scale and significance of the funds industry in
Ireland, little empirical research has been completed to
quantify its economic contribution and impact to the Irish
economy. In this context, Irish Funds commissioned Indecon
to address this informational gap through completion of an
independent assessment of the profile and contribution of
the industry to the Irish economy.

1.3

Scope of Research

The overall aim of this study is to undertake an empirical
and quantitatively-based assessment, with the objective
of informing a clear understanding of the profile and
economic footprint, and contribution and benefits of the
funds industry to the Irish economy. In relation to the scope
of the research, the assessment addresses the following
key dimensions:
•

Profile of the funds industry, including identification of
the ‘ecosystem’ of enterprises within the industry;

•

Analysis of the recent trends in the number and value
of funds under administration in Ireland, and of the
developments in wider European funds industry;

•

•

•

Quantification of the direct economic contribution of
the funds industry to the Irish economy, in terms of
industry output, employment, expenditures on wages
& salaries and non-labour business inputs, contribution
to Irish economy GVA/GDP, and tax contribution to the
Irish Exchequer;
Modelling and quantification, using Indecon’s sectoral
model of the Irish economy, of the wider economic
impacts arising from the preceding direct contribution,
in relation to the indirect and induced multipliers
impacts on economy-wide output, employment,
incomes and GVA; and

1.4		Approach to Assessment
A rigorous methodology was applied in addressing the
above dimensions and in completing the assessment.
An overview of the key elements of the methodology
is presented in Figure 1.1 overleaf. The assessment
integrated analysis of existing datasets, new primary
research among funds industry participants in Ireland,
and detailed modelling, to quantify the direct and wider
economic impacts of the industry on the Irish economy
and the contribution to the Irish Exchequer.

New primary research among funds
industry participants
A key component of the assessment concerns the
completion of new primary research among participating
enterprises in the funds industry in Ireland. This
entailed the design and dissemination of a confidential
information request to over 160 different entities
providing specialist supports to the wider industry,
including funds management, administration/depositary,
auditing services, legal services, and other services such
as securities, technology/software etc. This information
request was disseminated in January 2019 by Indecon
with the assistance of Irish Funds, while additional followup was undertaken during January and February 2019
to maximise response levels. The request addressed the
following key dimensions:
•

Nature of organisation’s investment funds-related
business in Ireland;

•

Extent (number and value) of investment funds under
administration/serviced;

•

Employment in funds-related activities in Ireland at the
end of 2018, including location (county) of employment;

•

Annual revenues/fee income in 2018 from investment
funds-related activities in Ireland;

•

Annual expenditures on wages and salaries in 2018 for
staff engaged in investment funds-related activities;

•

Annual expenditures on non-labour goods and services
business inputs to investment funds-related operations
in 2018

•

Annual tax payments to the Irish Exchequer during
2018;

•

Views of organisations on different aspects of wider
economic impacts of the funds industry in Ireland;

•

Views on prospective growth in funds industry business
volumes in Ireland over the next five years; and

•

Ranking of relative importance of specified factors
impacting on the growth of the Irish funds industry over
the next five years.

Assessment of the prospects for the funds industry in
Ireland, and of the factors impacting on growth.

Indecon International Research Economists
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Figure 1.1: Overview of Methodological Approach to Assessment

Source: Indecon

Other data sources

in the funds industry in Ireland, including an overview
of the development of the industry and a description
of the ecosystem of industry participants/service
providers, and an overview of recent trends in relation
to funds under administration and key developments in
the wider European landscape;

In addition to the preceding new primary research among
organisations in the industry, the assessment was also
informed by reference to a number of other Irish and
international data sources. These included:
•

Central Bank of Ireland (CBI) statistics on Irish-domiciled
and non-domiciled investment funds, including the
number and value of funds under administration in
Ireland by category of fund;

•

European Fund and Asset Management Association
(EFAMA) statistics on trends in the wider European
funds industry; and

•

Central Statistics Office data (CSO).

1.5

Report Structure

The remainder of this report is structured as follows:
•

•

Section 3 presents Indecon’s quantification of the direct
economic contribution of the funds industry to the Irish
economy, in terms of industry output, employment,
expenditures on wages and salaries and non-labour
business inputs, contribution to Irish economy GVA/
GDP, and tax contribution to the Irish Exchequer;

•

Section 4 examines the wider economic impacts
of the funds industry, including the indirect and
induced multipliers impacts on economy-wide output,
employment, incomes and GVA; and

•

Section 5 discusses the prospects for the industry as
well as the factors impacting on growth.

Section 2 describes the profile of and recent trends

Indecon International Research Economists
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Funds Industry Profile and Record of Sustained Growth

2.1

Introduction

This section describes the profile of and recent trends
in the funds industry. The section commences with an
overview of the historical development of the industry in
Ireland. This is followed by a description of the ecosystem
of the industry and its economic footprint. An overview is
then presented of the recent trends in relation to funds
under administration and key developments in the wider
European landscape.

2.2

Background to Development of Funds
Industry in Ireland

Investors of many different types (individuals, financial
intermediaries, pension funds, insurance companies,
government backed entities etc.) seek access to assets

which can generate returns and, in doing so, also manage
risk. Being able to pool their monies with others whilst
achieving greater diversification and access to expertise in
an efficient manner is attractive to them.
For providers of investment solutions, the ability to
gather and manage investors monies into collective
pools is commercially attractive and an efficient way of
making solutions available to a wide range of potential
customers. The funds industry therefore enables investors
and providers of investment solutions to come together
to facilitate savings. This has recently been highlighted
by EFAMA in their publication, Ownership of Investment
Funds in Europe, February 20191. The ownership share
held by institutional investors has expanded substantially
in the last decade or so at the same time as holdings by
households have also expanded in absolute terms.

Figure 2.1: Trends in Investment Fund Ownership in Europe: 2008-2017

Source: EFAMA

1

https://www.efama.org/Publications/EFAMA_Ownership_Investment_Funds.pdf
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Before examining the characteristics of, and recent trends
in, the funds industry, it is instructive to note the context in
which the industry has developed. The growth of the funds
industry in Ireland can be traced to a number of policy and
other developments in Europe and internationally since
the 1980s. Specific developments which have played a key
role are summarised below.

Introduction of EU Directives
As part of the development of a regulated single market
in financial services, the European Union has devised and
implemented a common EU regulatory framework, which
facilitates the establishment of investment funds that can
be distributed on a cross-border basis under a European
‘passport’. This in turn has enabled Ireland to develop as
a hub for the establishment and servicing of these crossborder funds. Commencing with the implementation of the
first Directive on Undertakings for Collective Investment
in Transferable Securities (UCITS), UCITS has become the
gold standard internationally for retail investment funds
and has underpinned Ireland’s development as a centre
of excellence for these funds. Successive EU Directives,
from the initial UCITS I Directive of 1985 through to the
UCITS V have updated this EU regime with a strong focus
on investor protection.
According to the European Commission, UCITS now
account for approximately 75% of all collective investments
held by small investors in Europe2. In 2011, the EU adopted
the Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive
(AIFMD) which provided a comprehensive regime for
the regulation of Alternative Investment Fund Managers
(AIFMs). The AIFMD enables Alternative Investment Funds
(AIFs) to be marketed to professional investors across the
EU under an EU passport. Therefore, both UCITS and nonUCITS funds are now covered under EU regulatory regimes
in order to maintain common EU standards in support of
the Single Market and cross-border fund management and
distribution.

Role of collective investment vehicles
There has been a significant expansion of asset
management strategies and asset classes which can be
accessed via collective investment vehicles, such as UCITS
and Alternative Investment Funds (AIFs). The Alternative
Investment Fund Managers Directive (AIFMD) in particular
means that regulated funds are effectively either UCITS or
AIFs, and this has facilitated the creation of a barrier-free
market in Europe for a wide range of asset classes and
asset management strategies. This has enabled Ireland to
develop as a provider of innovative products and services
within an EU regulatory framework.

Pension and wider savings reforms in EU and
non-EU markets
Reforms in the scope and regulation of pensions and
other savings within the EU and in non-EU markets have
increased the utility and attractiveness of Europeandomiciled investment funds. This increased attractiveness
has derived in part from the utility of UCITS. The growth
in the UCITS market across Europe is highlighted later in
this section.

Enhanced capabilities in investment funds
servicing
Rapidly developing capabilities in investment funds
servicing have enabled Ireland to expand its geographic
reach in relation to the international distribution of funds.
These capabilities, which include administration across
multiple currencies, languages, asset types and time zones,
mean that industry companies in Ireland now service asset
managers and their customers around the globe.
This includes a full array of traditional and alternative
investment strategies and products and funds domiciled
both in Ireland and overseas locations. Irish domiciled
funds are now sold to investors in more than 90 countries
in the Americas, Asia and the Pacific, Europe, the Middle
East and Africa.

Internationalisation of the investment
management industry
The internationalisation of the investment management
industry has led to an increased appetite amongst firms
to offer their expertise to investors outside their “home”
market. This is evidenced by the strong growth in Assets
under Management (AuM) across international regions, as
shown in Figure 2.2 overleaf.

European Commission, Investment Funds.
See: https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/growth-and-investment/investment-funds_en.
2
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Figure 2.2: Development of International Investment Management Industry – Growth in Assets under
Management by Region 2007-2017

Source: BCG Global Assessment Management research3

BCG Global Assessment Management 2018 – The Digital Metamorphosis.
See: http://image-src.bcg.com/Images/BCG-The-Digital-Metamorphosis-July-2018-R_tcm30-197509.pdf.
3
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2.3

Profile of Funds Industry in Ireland

Funds industry ecosystem
To assess and quantify the economic contribution of the
funds industry in Ireland, it is important to firstly establish
the economic footprint of the industry. This requires an
understanding of the ‘ecosystem’ of economic actors or
stakeholders that support the functioning of the industry.
A descriptive overview of the funds industry ecosystem in
Ireland is presented in Figure 2.3 below.

This highlights the overall role of the funds industry
in Ireland in connecting investors/savers with global
investment expertise. The ecosystem that supports the
functioning of the industry connects investors with global
investment expertise and involves a range of specialist
service providers, including fund management companies,
fund administration/depositary services, auditing/tax
and legal services and other services such as securities,
technology/software, etc. Indecon estimates that over 160
different firms operate in Ireland. A number of the larger
entities provide multiple services to the industry (see
further in Table 2.1, p.22).

Figure 2.3: Descriptive Overview of Funds Industry Ecosystem in Ireland

Connecting Investors / Savers with Global Investment Expertise

Investment
Managers

Management
Companies

Central Bank
of Ireland

Depositaries

Investors

Administrators
Investment
Funds

Non-Domiciled
Funds

Auditors

Other Service
Providers
Legal
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Source: Indecon and Irish Funds
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A brief description of each of the key stakeholder groups
is presented below.

Investment Funds
Investment funds serviced in Ireland include Irish-domiciled
funds as well as non-domiciled funds. Irish-domiciled
investment funds established under the domestic
‘collective investment scheme’ legislation is authorised
and supervised by the Central Bank of Ireland, whereas
non-domiciled funds are authorised and regulated/
supervised in other jurisdictions. Both Irish-domiciled
and non-domiciled funds can be serviced from Ireland
by administration and other expert service providers.
However, certain services must be provided within the
jurisdiction where the fund is domiciled – for example, an
Irish regulated fund must appoint an Irish-based auditor
to undertake an audit and an Irish based depositary must
be appointed to fulfil oversight duties. Just over half of
all funds currently under administration in Ireland are Irishdomiciled funds (see further in Section 2.5 on page 23).
Any investment fund wishing to establish itself in a
regulated form in Ireland must consider its intended
investment strategy/customer base and also the legal form
it will take. The former informs the regulatory framework
(and any associated rules) it will sit within while the legal
form is driven both by the type of assets to be held and
established investor preferences.
Authorised investment funds in Ireland are structured as
either UCITS or AIFs. As described earlier, UCITS are the
longest standing form of EU cross border fund and also
the one which is most widely used by a cross-section of
individual and institutional investors. As such they have an
extensive range of rules around allowable investments, the
ability of investors to move their monies in and out and the
manner in which they must be managed. UCITS may be
established as a single fund or as an ‘umbrella’ fund that
is comprised of several underlying ring-fenced sub-funds,
each with a different investment objective and policy. Each
sub-fund is treated as a separate entity, with the assets
and liabilities segregated from other sub-funds within the
umbrella UCITS fund.
Management of each sub-fund may be performed by a
different investment manager and sub-funds are permitted
to invest in each other, subject to certain investment
restrictions. UCITS funds can be utilised for a wide range
of strategies and asset classes. These include Exchange
Traded Funds (ETFs) and Money Market Funds (MMFs).
An ETF is an investment fund that is structured to enable
investors to track a particular index through a single liquid
investment that can be purchased or sold on a stock
exchange. An ETF offers the advantages of an investment
fund, such as low costs and broad diversiﬁcation together
with characteristics more commonly associated with
equities, such as access to real time pricing and trading.
An MMF is an open-ended mutual fund that invests in
highly liquid and low risk short-term financial instruments

4

such as certificates of deposit, government securities
and commercial paper. MMFs provide a low risk, stable
investment option and liquidity. Both MMFs and ETFs can
be established in Ireland as either UCITS or AIFs but are
predominately established as UCITS.
The more recent addition of the AIFMD, which was
implemented in 2013, reflects the evolution of the EU
regulatory framework to encompass non-UCITS funds,
which range from retail non-UCITS to more sophisticated
AIFs that target only professional investors and whose
strategies cannot be easily accomplished within a UCITS.
Even before the introduction of AIFMD, Ireland was the first
jurisdiction to provide a regulatory framework specifically
for the alternative investment fund industry. Today, there
are two main types of AIF in Ireland, namely Qualifying
Investor AIFs (QIAIFs) and Retail Investor AIFs (RIAIFs).4
Irish-domiciled investment funds may be established under
a variety of legal structures, including as an investment
company or variable capital company, an Irish Collective
Asset-management Vehicle (ICAV), a Common Contractual
Fund (CCF), an Investment Limited Partnership (ILP), or as
a Unit Trust.
Investment funds are sold to investors across the globe,
with Irish-domiciled funds now sold to investors in over 90
countries.

Investment Managers
Investment managers (sometimes referred to as fund
promoters) play a key role in the funds industry ecosystem.
They are responsible for establishing the investment fund(s)
as a legal entity, and are the primary entity which manages
the associated investment portfolio(s), as well as providing
various associated services to the fund. At the time of
completion of this research, a total of over 500 managers
have established Irish-domiciled funds. While the majority
of managers/promoters are based outside Ireland, an
increasing number are establishing an Irish presence.

Management Companies
Investment funds appoint an associated management
company or Alternative Investment Fund Manager (AIFM)
to oversee the operation of the fund(s). In some cases, funds
establish as Self-Managed Investment Companies (SMICs),
where the fund doesn’t appoint an external management
company and fulfils the required obligations itself.

Depositaries
Depositaries – also referred to as fund custodians or
trustees – provide trustee and custodial services to Irishdomiciled funds, while Irish-authorised depositaries may
also provide services to non-domiciled funds. Irish-based
depositaries are authorised by the Central Bank of Ireland.
A depositary is often part of the same group as the fund
administrator, but is a separate legal entity.

For more information on AIFs refer to the CBI’s Website: https://www.centralbank.ie/regulation/industry-market-sectors/funds/aifs
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Fund Administrators

2.4

Fund administrators provide services such as transfer
agency, net asset valuations (NAVs) and fund accounting
in respect of Irish-authorised/domiciled UCITS and AIFs.
They may also provide such services to non-domiciled
funds.

Detailed research was undertaken as part of this assessment
to identify enterprises/organisations that operate within
the funds industry ecosystem. Based on organisations
which are members of Irish Funds, in addition to other
industry participants identified by Irish Funds and Indecon,
it is estimated that some 164 entities operate within the
ecosystem of organisations serving the funds industry in
Ireland. It should be noted that this represents the position
as of February-March 2019 and, as with all economic
sectors, the size and composition of the funds industry will
evolve over time.

Auditors
Auditing firms also play an important role in the funds
servicing ecosystem. Irish domiciled firms are required to
appoint an Irish-based auditor to carry out an audit of their
accounts. Funds which are domiciled in other jurisdictions
will appoint a local auditor.

Legal Advisors
Legal advisors play an instrumental role in relation to the
establishment of investment funds, while they may also
provide ongoing services to the fund and/or investment
manager.

Scale of the Funds Industry in Ireland

A breakdown of organisations by broad category/type
is presented in Table 2.1. The analysis indicates a broad
spread of entities providing services to support the
functioning of the wider funds industry in Ireland, including
organisations engaged in investment management, fund
management companies, fund administration/depositary
services, auditing/tax and legal services and other services
such as securities, technology/software, etc. A number of
the larger entities provide multiple services.

Other Service Providers
Other Irish-based specialists provide technology,
distribution, risk and other services to funds and / or
investment managers.

Table 2.1: Breakdown of Organisations in the Investment Funds Sector in Ireland

Type of organisation

Number of Organisations*

Percentage of Organisations

Investment/Asset Manager

47

28.7%

Fund Administrator/Depositary

37

22.6%

Fund Management Company

22

13.4%

Auditor/Tax or Legal Services

20

12.2%

Multiple business types

14

8.5%

Other, incl. securities services,
technology/software etc.

24

14.6%

164

100%

Total

Source: Indecon analysis of Irish Funds member companies and other industry participants identified by Irish Funds.
* Note: The number of operational entities in the industry will change over time, and not all of these firms are identified as having staff employed at the time of completion
of this research.
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A key focus of this assessment concerns the research
undertaken by Indecon to establish the economic
footprint and characteristics of the operations of the
aforementioned industry participants. As described in
Section 1, this has entailed new primary research among
industry participants to understand the key characteristics
of their investment funds-related operations and to inform
Indecon’s modelling and assessment of the direct as well
as wider economic impacts of the funds industry in Ireland.
The findings from this detailed research and assessment
are presented in Sections 2 to 5 of this report. However,
it is instructive to firstly highlight the record of sustained
growth of the industry and this is examined below.

2.5

Evidence of Sustained Growth

The scale of successful development of the investment
funds industry in Ireland is evidenced by the statistics on
funds under administration. Indecon has examined the
data assembled by the Central Bank of Ireland in relation

to the number and value of Irish-domiciled as well as
non-domiciled funds. Figure 2.4 further below describes
the trend over the period since 2008 in the number of
investment funds under administration in Ireland, showing
the breakdown between Irish-domiciled as well as nondomiciled funds.
As at the end of December 2018, there were 13,914 funds
under administration in Ireland. The overall number of
funds under administration in Ireland has experienced a
sustained upward trend since 2008, growing by 28.2%
over this period. The strengths of Ireland as a centre
for establishing and servicing funds is also evidenced
by the mix of funds under administration: 7,290 (52.4%)
of funds under administration at the end of 2018 were
Irish-domiciled, while 6,624 funds (47.6%) were nondomiciled, and there has been a continued broad spread
over the period since 2008 between the two classes of
funds supported.

Figure 2.4: Number of Irish-Domiciled and Non-Domiciled Funds in Ireland

Source: Indecon analysis of Central Bank of Ireland data
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It is also instructive to consider the recent evolution in the
value of funds under administration. As shown in Figure 2.5,
since 2008, the value of fund assets under administration in
Ireland grew by over 200%, with the overall value of Irishdomiciled and non-domiciled funds reaching a combined
value of €4.2 trillion by the end of 2018. Growth has been
faster amongst Irish-domiciled fund assets, which saw an
average annual rate of increase of 14.1%, compared to
9.1% for non-Irish domiciled funds.

The breakdown of the overall value of funds under
administration at the end of 2018 by type of fund asset
is depicted in Figure 2.6 below. The primary traditional
asset classes utilised by investment funds are traded5
equities and bonds. However, of note has been the growth
in more sophisticated assets, which is evidenced by the
fact that Alternatives and Money Market Funds (MMFs)
now account for 25% and 20% respectively, of the overall
value of funds under administration in Ireland.

Figure 2.5: Breakdown of Total Value of Fund Assets under Administration in Ireland

Source: Indecon analysis of Central Bank of Ireland data

Figure 2.6: Breakdown of Total Value of Fund Assets under Administration in Ireland by Type – December 2018

Source: Indecon analysis
of Central Bank of
Ireland data

5

In the case of most equities secondary trading occurs via exchanges while bonds are typically traded over-the-counter.
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2.6

Wider European Context of
Industry Expansion

As noted earlier in this section, the growth of the funds
industry in Ireland has been enabled by the policy and
other developments in Europe. In this context, it is useful
therefore to highlight the trends in the industry across
Europe. Indecon has drawn on the statistics produced
by EFAMA to examine the developments in relation to
investment fund assets over the last ten years.
Figure 2.7 depicts the growth in overall European
domiciled investment fund assets. The overall value of
European-domiciled net assets reached over €15 trillion at
the end of 2018 and has grown by over 140% since 2008.

This growth is a highly relevant driver of the expansion in
activity within the sector in Ireland.
One of the examples of areas where Ireland has achieved
notable success has been in relation to the development
and servicing of Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs), which
are a form of UCITS. At the end of 2018, Ireland was
the largest centre for UCITS ETFs in Europe, with €365
billion in assets. This is highlighted in Figure 2.8. Ireland
now accounts for 59% of European ETF assets and
regularly attracts more than 50% of the net sales into
European ETFs, underpinning Ireland’s strengths as a
location for ETFs.

Figure 2.7: Net Assets of European Domiciled Investment Funds – 2008-2018

Source: Indecon
analysis of EFAMA
data

Figure 2.8: Breakdown of UCITS ETFs – Net Assets (€ Billion) - End Q4 2018

Source: Indecon analysis
of EFAMA data
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Evidence of Ireland’s strengths as a centre for the funds
industry in Ireland is presented in the following figure,
based on EFAMA data. Irish domiciled funds consistently
attract a high proportion of all the net sales into European-

domiciled funds, and over the three-year period from
2016-2018 accounted for between 33-42% of all the net
sales of UCITS in Europe, and between 30-38% of European
net sales of all investment funds over the same period.

Figure 2.9: Net Sales of UCITS – Ireland and Total European-Domiciled (2014-2018)

Source: EFAMA data
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2.7

Summary

The profile of and recent trends in the funds industry
demonstrates that the sector is an internationally traded
industry which connects international investors with global
investment expertise via services provided in Ireland. The
sector has also demonstrated a record of sustained growth.
The key findings from Indecon’s research were as follows:
•

The growth of the funds industry in Ireland can be
traced to a number of policy and market developments
in Europe and internationally. Key factors which
have driven and supported the development of the
industry in Ireland have included the introduction of
EU Directives, notably the UCITS Directive and the
Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive; the
internationalisation of the investment management
industry; the significant expansion of asset management
strategies and asset classes which could be accessed
via collective investment vehicles, including UCITS and
AIFs; and the reforms in pension and wider savings
in EU and non-EU markets. The potential from these
developments has been realised by the building of
skilled capabilities in investment funds servicing and
management in the Irish economy.

•

The ‘ecosystem’ that supports the functioning of the
industry connects investors with global investment
expertise and involves a range of specialist service
providers, including fund management companies,
fund administration/depositary services, auditing/tax
and legal services and other services such as securities,
technology/software etc. Indecon estimates that over
160 different firms operate in Ireland. A number of the
larger entities provide multiple services to the industry.

•

The scale of successful development of the investment
funds industry in Ireland is evidenced by the data on
the trends in the number and value of funds under
administration. As at the end of December 2018, there
were 13,914 funds under administration in Ireland. The
overall number of funds under administration in Ireland
has experienced a sustained upward trend since 2008,
growing by 28.2% over this period.

•

The strengths of Ireland as a centre for establishing and
servicing funds is also evidenced by the mix of funds
under administration: 7,290 (52.4%) of funds under
administration at the end of 2018 were Irish-domiciled,
while 6,624 funds (47.6%) were non-domiciled, and there
has been a continued broad spread over the period since
2008 between the two classes of funds supported.

•

Since 2008, the value of fund assets under
administration in Ireland has grown by over 200%, with
the overall value of Irish-domiciled and non-domiciled
funds reaching a combined value of €4.2 trillion by the
end of 2018.

•

While the primary asset classes supported by the
investment funds are equities and bonds, a notable
feature of the industry has been the growth in application
of more sophisticated asset types. Ireland’s success in
supporting these developments is evidenced by the fact
that alternatives and Money Market Funds (MMFs) now
account for 25% and 20% respectively, of the overall
value of funds under administration in Ireland.

•

Ireland’s strengths as a centre for the funds industry
in Ireland is evidenced by the fact that Irish domiciled
funds consistently attract a high proportion of all the
net sales into European domiciled funds, and over
the three-year period from 2016-2018 accounted for
between 30-38% of all the net sales of investment
funds in Europe. In addition, Ireland now accounts
for 59% of European ETF assets and regularly attracts
more than 50% of the net sales into European
ETFs, underpinning Ireland’s strengths as a location
for ETFs.
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3

Direct Impacts of Funds Industry on Irish Economy

3.1

Introduction

This section presents Indecon’s quantification of the
direct economic contribution of the funds industry to the
Irish economy, in terms of industry output, employment,
expenditures on wages and salaries and non-labour
business inputs, contribution to Irish economy GVA/GDP,
and tax contribution to the Irish Exchequer.

3.2

Industry Output/Revenue

In this section Indecon presents the estimated investment
funds-related revenue generated in Ireland in 2018. The
following table, Table 3.1, shows Indecon’s estimate of €9.27
billion in revenue generated by the investment funds sector in
Ireland in 2018. Investment and asset managers made up the
largest portion of this revenue, followed by administrators/
depositaries, and fund management companies.

Table 3.1: Breakdown of Revenue/Fee Income in the Investment Funds Sector in Ireland (2018)

Type of organisation

Revenue (€ Million)

Investment/Asset Manager

4,148.4

Fund Administrator/Depositary

2,247.3

Fund Management Company

1,410.0

Auditor/Tax or Legal Services

210.1

Multiple business types

895.7

Other, incl. securities services, technology/software etc.

358.9

Total

9,270.6

Source: Indecon research among Irish funds industry participants

3.3

High-Skilled Employment Supported
by Funds Industry

It is estimated that a total of 16,003 full-time equivalent
(FTE) persons are employed in investment funds-related
activities in Ireland, based on the position as at the
end of 2018. The majority of persons employed in the

industry work in fund administration/depositary services
organisations and investment and asset managers. A key
feature of the employment is that it supports high skilled
personnel in financial, legal and other knowledge-based
areas. A breakdown of this direct employment is shown in
Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2: Breakdown of Employment Directly Supported by the Investment Funds Sector in Ireland (2018)

Type of organisation

Number of FTEs

Fund Administrator/Depositary

10,212

Investment/Asset Manager

1,897

Auditor/Tax or Legal Services

1,450

Fund Management Company

352

Multiple business types

647

Other, incl. securities services, technology/software etc.

1,445

Total

16,003

Source: Indecon research among Irish funds industry participants

Table 3.3 contains a breakdown of the number of
investment funds-related FTEs by the size of the company.
The figures show a range of firms’ sizes and demonstrates
that the funds industry supports both small, medium and
very large employers. Over one-third of companies have

between one and nine investment funds employees. In
contrast, there are 17 companies in the sector who employ
over 250 in investment funds-related activities. These
larger companies support 11,264 employees engaged in
investment funds.

Table 3.3: Number of Investment Funds-Related FTEs by Size of Company

Number of Investment
Funds-Related FTEs in Company

Number of
Companies

Percentage
of Total

Number
of FTEs

Percentage
of Total

1-9

51

36.2%

201

1.3%

10-49

42

29.8%

913

5.7%

50-249

31

22.0%

3,625

22.7%

250+

17

12.1%

11,264

70.4%

Total

141

100%

16,003

100%

Source: Indecon research among Irish funds industry participants
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A key feature of employment in the sector is that many
of the jobs are high-skilled and knowledge based.

Selected views on this aspect are highlighted in the
table below.

Table 3.4: Perspectives on Role of Funds Industry in Providing High Skilled Employment
– Selected Views of Industry Participants in Ireland

“Ireland is a key hub for [our] Custody and Funds business, we have a talented and highly skilled workforce covering our
entire business, including technology, product development, client management and operational reengineering roles.
Over the last number of years, positions have become more senior having moved up the value chain by transferring
lower skilled transactional roles to our global processing hub.”

“Ireland is one of the leading regulated fund domiciles, which means that the experience and expertise developed by
Irish lawyers is of the highest standard from a global perspective. The funds industry has created significant employment
and advancement opportunities for those lawyers, not just in private practice, but increasingly within the international
fund management and fund servicing companies locating their businesses in Ireland. The demand for these highly
skilled lawyers is evidenced in the increasing availability of investment fund law related courses in higher level education
in Ireland.”

Source: Indecon research among Irish funds industry participants

The funds industry also plays a significant role in supporting
the development of new start-up enterprises and other
SMEs in Ireland. This is evidenced by the perspectives

provided to Indecon by major industry participants, as
shown in the table below.

Table 3.5: Perspectives on Impacts of the Funds Industry in Supporting the Development of New Start-Up
Enterprises in Ireland – Selected Views of Industry Participants in Ireland

“These [research] results highlight the importance of the Funds Industry on the wider Irish economy and in particular
on the positive role it has played in contributing to the development of new start-ups. The formation of the IFSC over
three decades ago attracted international financial services companies to head quarter their operations in Ireland.
The result is that Ireland is now globally recognised as a financial services centre of excellence with a highly skilled,
knowledgeable and innovative workforce. [Our group] is itself evidence of the positive influence of the industry in
creating new enterprises.”

“The Irish Funds industry is serviced by a wide range of Irish service providers who are needed to support the establishment
and running of the funds on an ongoing basis. These include law firms, auditors, IT businesses, administrators and
management companies. Many of the leaders of these businesses are now recognised as global experts in their field.
These businesses support thousands of well-paid jobs and provide an ecosystem which drives innovation and excellence
making Ireland a global leader in the servicing of investment funds.”

Source: Indecon research among Irish funds industry participants
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3.4

Regional Spread of Economic Activity

In addition to the overall level of employment supported
directly by the funds industry in Ireland, an important
finding of this assessment concerns the regional spread
of economic activity and employment. This is evidenced
by the regional location of employers and of employment
across the State. The evidence shows the success of the
sector in establishing in regional locations as well as in

Dublin. Regional funds related clusters have developed
in Cork, Limerick, Galway, Kilkenny, Wexford and other
counties, with there being direct employment located
across ten counties in Ireland in all. Table 3.6 presents an
analysis of the location by county in Ireland of employers
in the funds industry, based on Indecon’s research among
industry participants.

Table 3.6: Regional Spread of Economic Impact – Location of Funds Industry Employers

Estimated Number
of Employment Firms*

Percentage of Firms*

Dublin

128

90.6%

Cork

19

13.2%

Limerick

5

3.8%

Kilkenny

5

3.8%

Wexford

4

2.8%

Galway

8

5.7%

Other (incl. Louth, Kildare, Sligo and Waterford)

12

8.5%

Total

141

Location - County

Source: Indecon research among Irish funds industry participants
* Note: 141 represents the number of firms in the sector identified in the research as having employees as at the end of 2018. The numbers of firms in each
location does not sum to the total as firms may operate in multiple locations around the country.
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The regional spread of employment is highlighted in the
infographic in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Regional Breakdown of Employment Supported in Investment Funds Industry in Ireland – 2018

Direct Investment Fund-Related
Employment supported in Ireland

In other counties: Louth,
Kildare, Sligo and Waterford

16,003
FTEs in Ireland

558

413
in
Galway

936
in
Limerick

1,346
in
Cork

11,541
in
Dublin

772

in
Kilkenny

439
in
Wexford

Note: Figures relate to Full-Time Equivalent Persons (FTEs)
Source: Indecon analysis, based on research among Irish funds industry participants
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3.5

Labour Incomes/Wages & Salaries

As shown in the following table, Table 3.7, organisations
in the investment funds sector had employment-related

expenditure of approximately €1.5 billion on investment
funds-related employment in Ireland in 2018. Fund
administrators and depositaries had the highest investment
funds-related labour expenditure in 2018.

Table 3.7: Breakdown of Labour Expenditure in the Investment Funds Sector in Ireland (2018)

Type of organisation

Labour Expenditure (€ Million)

Fund Administrator/Depositary

831.8

Investment/Asset Manager

311.9

Auditor/Tax or Legal Services

90.1

Fund Management Company

32.8

Multiple business types

66.3

Other, incl. securities services, technology/software etc.

119.4

Total

1,452.3

Source: Indecon analysis, based on research among Irish funds industry participants

3.6

Non-Labour Expenditures

Table 3.8 contains data on non-labour expenditure on
investment funds-related activities in Ireland in 2018. There
was an estimated €2.1 billion in non-labour expenditure
on investment funds-related activities in Ireland in 2018.

Investment and asset managers spent €1,130 million on
non-labour investment fund-related activities in Ireland
in 2018, accounting for over half of the non-labour
expenditure in the industry.

Table 3.8: Breakdown of Non-Labour Expenditure in the Investment Funds Sector in Ireland (2018)

Type of organisation

Non-Labour Expenditure (€ Million)

Investment/Asset Manager

1,130.3

Fund Administrator/Depositary

729.6

Fund Management Company

88.1

Auditor/Tax or Legal Services

33.8

Multiple business types

80.4

Other, incl. securities services, technology/software etc.

66.9

Total

2,129.0

Source: Indecon analysis, based on research among Irish funds industry participants
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3.7

Gross Value-Added Contribution

Indecon’s estimation of the Gross Value-Added (GVA)
contribution of the Irish funds industry is presented in Table
3.9. GVA effectively represents the overall contribution of
the industry to Irish economy GDP.

It is estimated that the overall direct GVA contribution
amounted to €7.14 billion in 2018. Of this, investment/
asset manager type organisations accounted for over €3
billion in GVA, followed by funds administrators (€1.52
billion) and fund management companies (€1.32 billion).

Table 3.9: Breakdown of Gross Value Added by the Investment Funds Sector in Ireland (2018)

Type of organisation

Gross Value Added (€ Million)

Investment/Asset Manager

3,018.2

Fund Administrator/Depositary

1,517.7

Fund Management Company

1,321.9

Auditor/Tax or Legal Services

176.3

Multiple business types

815.4

Other, incl. securities services, technology/software etc.

292.0

Total

7,141.5

Source: Indecon analysis, based on research among Irish funds industry participants

3.8

Exchequer Contribution

An important element of the overall economic impact
of the funds industry in Ireland concerns its contribution
to the Irish Exchequer in the form of tax payments. The
table below shows the estimated tax contribution of
organisations in the investment funds sector in Ireland in
2018. Table 3.10 shows that organisations in the investment

funds sector paid an estimated €836.8 million to the Irish
Exchequer in 2018. Of this, just over half of the tax payments
are estimated to be labour-related payments (€438.5
million). Fund administrators/depositaries and investment/
asset managers were the two largest contributors in terms
of tax payments in 2018, and accounted for a combined
€577.4 million in tax payments.

Table 3.10: Breakdown of Annual Tax Payments to Irish Exchequer by Type of
Organisation in the Investment Funds Sector in Ireland (2018)

Type of organisation

Total Tax Payments to Irish Exchequer € Million, 2018

Fund Administrator/Depositary

299.3

Investment/Asset Manager

278.1

Auditor/Tax or Legal Services

67.3

Fund Management Company

27.4

Multiple business types

102.0

Other, incl. securities services, technology/software etc.

62.6

Total

836.8

Of which: Estimated Labour-related tax payments

438.5

Source: Indecon analysis, based on research among Irish funds industry participants
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The calculation of the estimate for labour related tax
payments is shown in Table 3.11. Based on the total
labour spend and the number of FTEs Indecon calculated
an estimate for average salary. Indecon used a model to

estimate the tax payments based on an average salary,
providing a figure of annual €438.5 million in tax payments
to the Irish Exchequer.

Table 3.11: Calculation of Income Tax Expenditure by the Investment Funds Sector in Ireland (2018)

Total Labour Spend (€m)

1,452.3

Number of FTEs

16,003

Average salary estimate (€)

90,747

Income tax payments estimate (€)

27,402

Annual net income estimate (€)

63,345

Total Income Tax Payments (€ million)

438.5

Total Tax Payments (€ million)

836.8

Income Tax as Percentage of Total

52.4%

Source: Indecon analysis, based on research among Irish funds industry participants

3.9

Summary

regional spread of economic activity and employment.
This is evidenced by the regional location of employers
and of employment across the State. Significant clusters
of businesses and employment have been established
in regional centres outside of Dublin, including Cork,
Limerick, Galway, Kilkenny, Wexford and other counties.

This section set out Indecon’s quantification of the direct
economic contribution of the funds industry to the Irish
economy. The key findings were as follows:
•

•

•

It is estimated that a total of €9.27 billion in revenue
was generated by the investment funds sector in
Ireland in 2018. Investment and asset managers made
up the largest portion of this revenue, followed by
administrators/depositaries, and fund management
companies.
It is estimated that a total of 16,003 full-time equivalent
(FTE) persons are employed in investment fundsrelated activities in Ireland, based on the position as
at the end of 2018. The majority of persons employed
in the industry work in fund administration/depositary
services organisations and investment and asset
managers. A key feature of the employment is that it
supports high skilled personnel in engineering, legal,
financial and other knowledge-based areas.

•

The funds industry supports the Irish economy through
substantial expenditures on labour and non-labour
business inputs. This included expenditure of just
under €1.5 billion on wages and salaries for fundsrelated staff, and €2.1 billion on the purchase of other
non-labour business inputs in Ireland during 2018.

•

It is estimated that the overall direct GVA contribution
amounted to €7.14 billion in 2018. GVA effectively
represents the overall contribution of the industry to
Irish economy GDP.

•

Significantly, it is estimated that organisations in the
investment funds sector paid an estimated €0.8 billion
to the Irish Exchequer during 2018.

In addition to the overall level of employment
supported directly by the funds industry in Ireland,
an important finding of this assessment concerns the
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4

Wider Economic Impacts of Funds Industry

4.1

Introduction and Conceptual Framework

In addition to the direct economic impacts of funds
industry participants, the overall economic impact on the
funds industry in Ireland includes the wider economic
impacts that arise as a result of the inter-sectoral multiplier
impacts of industry expenditures and employment.
Indecon has applied its sectoral input-output model of

the Irish economy to quantify the wider impacts of the
funds industry on the Irish economy. This model takes into
account the direct, indirect and induced impacts which arise
through the expenditures of funds industry enterprises in
the Irish economy. The following figure outlines how these
different effects are connected, and these components are
described further below.

Figure 4.1: Overview Description of Channels of Impact of Wider Economic Impacts of Funds Industry
on the Irish Economy

Source: Indecon

The components of the overall wider impacts of the funds
industry on the Irish economy can be described as follows:
•

Direct impacts – the direct economic output generated
by firms within the Investment Funds industry in Ireland,
through its purchases of goods and services (including
labour) from the Irish economy in which it operates, and
its contribution to GVA and Exchequer (tax payments).
Direct impacts are computed/estimated via data
provided by industry participants.

•

Indirect impacts – arise through purchases of goods
and services inputs by companies in the investment
funds industry from other businesses/sectors in the
economy to support their funds activities in Ireland.
These purchases generate income for the supplying
enterprises, which in turn support spending on their
own inputs. Indirect impacts are estimated by applying
Type I multipliers from Indecon’s sectoral model to the
direct revenue, employment, income and GVA impacts
and subtracting the direct impacts.

•

Induced impacts – arise through the roles of
companies in the Investment Funds industry in Ireland
as employers. Wages and salaries paid to employees
provide incomes used to purchase consumer goods
and services within the economy. This in turn generates
wage income for employees within the industries
producing these goods and services, who in turn spend
their own income on other goods and services. Induced
impacts are estimated by applying Type II multipliers
from Indecon’s sectoral model to the direct impacts
and then subtracting the direct and indirect impacts.
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Table 4.1 below indicates the Type I and Type II output,
income, employment and Gross Value Added (GVA)
multipliers used by Indecon for the estimation of the wider
economic impacts arising from the direct impacts of the
funds industry in Ireland.

The analysis examines the impacts in terms of:

In the subsequent analysis, the results from Indecon’s
modelling of the wider impacts of the funds industry on
the Irish economy are presented.

•

Industry output/revenue

•

Employment

•

Employment incomes

•

GVA.

Table 4.1: Multipliers Used in Indecon’s Analysis

Sector

Investment
Funds Industry

Multiplier Type

Output
Multiplier

Income
Multiplier

Employment
Multiplier

GVA
Multiplier

Type I

1.31

1.34

1.47

1.34

Type II

1.51

1.61

2.06

1.60

Source: Indecon
Note: Figures are rounded to two decimal places.

4.2 Wider Impacts on Economic Output
Industry Output/Revenue
Figure 4.2 shows that when the indirect and induced
impacts of the Irish Funds industry are taken into account,

the overall impact of the industry in terms of industry
output or revenue is over €14 billion. Almost €2.9 billion of
this is through indirect impacts, with a further €1.86 billion
in induced impacts.

Figure 4.2: Overall Irish Funds Industry Impact – Revenue (€ Million) - 2018

Source: Indecon
analysis, based on
research among
Irish funds industry
participants
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4.3

Wider Impacts on Employment

As discussed previously the direct employment supported
by the Irish funds industry in Ireland in 2019 is 16,003 FTEs.

When the indirect and induced multipliers are applied
to this an overall economic impact of 32,973 FTEs is
estimated, as per Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Overall Irish Funds Industry Impact – Employment (FTEs) – 2019

Source: Indecon
analysis, based on
research among
Irish funds industry
participants

4.4

Wider Impact on Incomes

Figure 4.4 highlights the overall extent of employment
incomes supported across the Irish economy resulting
from the presence of the funds industry.

The analysis indicates that when indirect and induced
impacts are taken into account, the overall impact on
employment incomes increases from €1.45 billion to €2.3
billion in 2018.

Figure 4.4: Overall Irish Funds Industry Impact – Employment Incomes (€ Million) - 2018

Source: Indecon
analysis, based on
research among
Irish funds industry
participants
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4.5

Wider Impacts on Gross Value Added

Figure 4.5 describes the wider impacts of the funds industry
on Irish economy Gross Value Added. Indecon’s modelling

indicates that when multiplier impacts are factored into
the assessment, the funds industry supports GVA totalling
€11.4 billion across the Irish economy as a whole.

Figure 4.5: Overall Irish Funds Industry Impact – Gross Value Added (€ Million) - 2018

Source: Indecon
analysis, based on
research among
Irish funds industry
participants

Opportunity cost of skilled labour and other
economic resources
Indecon would caution that all sectors of the economy
have multiplier impacts on other parts of the economy,
and it is important to note that there is an opportunity cost
associated with the utilisation of resources in any sector
of economy. The opportunity cost of skilled labour is
currently very high in the Irish economy, in particular in the
Dublin region.

4.6

This highlights the very positive views of the industry
participants in relation to aspects such as provision of
high-skilled employment opportunities; contribution
to regional development; enhancement of Ireland as a
location for wider foreign investment; development of
Ireland as a knowledge economy; the industry as a source
of business for Irish service suppliers, including legal,
accounting and other services; supporting development
of new start-up enterprises; and supporting Research,
Development and Innovation.

Views of Industry Participants on
Wider Impacts

In addition to the quantitative results presented above, it
is also instructive to consider the qualitative evidence with
regard to the wider economic impacts of the industry on
the Irish economy. As part of the research among industry
participants, Indecon sought the view of organisations on
a range of different aspects of the wider economic impacts
of the industry. Figure 4.6 overleaf presents a summary
analysis of the findings of this research.
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Figure 4.6: Funds Industry Participant Perspectives on Aspects of Wider Impacts of Industry on the Irish Economy

Source: Indecon research among Irish funds industry participants

The scale and presence of major international financial
organisations who have successfully established fund
management/fund servicing operations in Ireland and
demonstrated a track record of stability and sustained
growth, has potential wider ‘demonstration’ benefits in
signalling Ireland’s reputation for investment.

Indecon’s research found that 98% of respondents in
the Irish funds sector perceived that the sector has
enhanced Ireland’s reputation as a location for wider
foreign investment.

Figure 4.7: Enhancement of Ireland as a Location for Wider Foreign Investment

Source: Indecon research among Irish funds industry participants
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Selected views of individual industry participants in relation
to the impact of the funds industry in enhancing Ireland as

a location for wider foreign investment are presented in
the table below.

Table 4.2: Perspectives on Funds Industry Role in Enhancing Ireland as a Location for
Foreign Investment – Selected Views of Industry Participants in Ireland

“Over the last 20 years Ireland has grown its Funds service industry and is now widely seen as the domicile of choice
for international promoters and in particular for US based asset managers. This has created a strategically important
financial services industry and significant inward investment into the Irish economy.”

“The Funds industry has allowed Ireland to be seen by our global organisation in a broader context than solely a
domestic economy. [The] industry has shown that there is a broad level of expertise in Ireland that can contribute and
lead our global product development, innovation and product management functions globally, positively reflecting on
the value of locating in Ireland.”

“Ireland is now recognised as a knowledge leader in the Global Asset Management industry. [Our] evolution is an
example of how companies can innovate and emerge as global leaders in providing the fund management industry
with next generation solutions. This has resulted from combining the intellectual capital gathered over many years with
deep investment into the latest technology. [Our] technology driven platform is now used by the world’s leading asset
managers delivering regulatory certainty, advanced management information and tremendous operational efficiencies
resulting in reduced costs.”

“We have run and currently run a number of our product development functions from Ireland. These are roles that
could be located anywhere, but Ireland has shown that it can provided strong SMEs in areas such as transfer agency,
ETFs, MMFs, alternatives and regulatory analysis that is on par if not exceeding any other global location that we have
a presence in.”

Source: Indecon research among Irish funds industry participants

The high-skilled nature of the activity in the funds sector
has also involved R&D and product development. Most of

the industry believe this has impacted more positively on
Ireland as a location for R&D and innovation.

Figure 4.8: Supporting Research, Development & Innovation

Source: Indecon research among Irish funds industry participants
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Further perspectives from individual industry members
concerning the role of the funds industry in supporting
Research, Development and Innovation, and in the

development of Ireland as a knowledge-based economy,
are presented in the table below.

Table 4.3: Perspectives on Role of Funds Sector in Supporting Research, Development and Innovation,
and in Development of Ireland as a Knowledge Economy – Selected Views of Industry Participants in Ireland

“The pace of change in the Funds industry continues to increase and innovation is vital to its success. Recognising
the importance of promoting innovation, [we] chose Ireland in 2009 as it is first hub for its Global business. Ireland has
a dynamic and multi-skilled workforce, with the right culture and engagement levels to foster innovation across our
Global business.”

“We have supported the development of multiple global products from Ireland, some of which are not used in our Irish
business. For example, we have developed our Transfer Agency Offering from Ireland for another large EU jurisdiction
from Ireland, as well as developing part of pension pooling product from Ireland, as well as our Global Alternatives
product offering from Ireland.”

Source: Indecon research among Irish funds industry participants

4.7

Summary

•

In addition to the direct economic impacts of funds
industry participants, the overall economic impact on the
funds industry in Ireland includes the wider economic
impacts that arise as a result of the inter-sectoral multiplier
impacts of industry expenditures and employment. In this
section, Indecon applied its sectoral input-output model
of the Irish economy to quantify the wider impacts of the
funds industry on the Irish economy.

As indicated in Section 3, it is estimated that a total
of €9.27 billion in revenue was generated by the
investment funds sector in Ireland in 2018. However,
when the indirect and induced impacts of the Irish
Funds industry are taken into account, the overall
economy-wide impact of the funds industry in terms of
output supported across the Irish economy is estimated
at over €14 billion in 2018.

•

These wider impacts include direct, indirect and induced
impacts, which arise through the expenditures of funds
industry enterprises in the Irish economy. Indirect impacts
arise through purchases of goods and services inputs by
companies in the Investment Funds industry from other
businesses/sectors in the economy to support their funds
activities in Ireland.

When the indirect and induced multiplier impacts are
taken into account, the direct employment supported
by the Irish funds industry in Ireland (16,003 FTEs)
increases to 32,973 FTEs across the Irish economy,
while the overall impact on employment incomes
increases from €1.45 billion to €2.3 billion (based on
estimates for 2018).

•

Indecon’s modelling indicates that the funds industry
supports value-added/GVA totalling €11.4 billion
across the Irish economy as a whole, when multiplier
impacts are included.

Induced impacts take place through the roles of companies
in the Investment Funds industry in Ireland as employers,
and the re-spending of associated incomes (wages and
salaries paid to employees). The key findings from Indecon’s
modelling of the wider/multiplier impacts of the Irish
funds industry, in terms of economic output, employment,
incomes and Gross Value Added, are as follows:
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5	Prospects for the Industry and Factors Impacting
on Growth
5.1

Introduction

5.2

Industry Views on Growth Prospects

This section discusses the prospects for the industry,
as well as the factors impacting on growth. The assessment
commences by presenting the findings from Indecon’s
research among funds industry participants in relation
to firms’ views on the prospects for growth over the
medium term.

As part of the new primary research among funds industry
participants undertaken for this assessment, Indecon
sought the views of firms in relation to their projections for
growth in business volumes over the medium term (next
five years). The table below presents a range of summary
statistics based on analysis of responses received.

We also summarise the views of industry participants in
relation to how specific factors are likely to impact on
growth. Finally, some indicative scenarios are presented
with regard to how these growth prospects could translate
into increased economic impacts.

Indecon’s analysis indicates that an average projected
growth in business volumes of 27.7% over the next five years
and a median average of 20%. If responses are weighted
by individual firms’ employment levels, this would indicate
an average growth rate over the five-year period of 21.8%,
while if a small number of high outliers are excluded from
the calculations, an average growth of 23.6% is predicted. It
is important to emphasise that caution should be exercised
in interpreting these projections, given the uncertainty
attached to any such predictions.

Table 5.1: Prospects for Growth in Irish Funds – Summary Measures based on Predictions of
Industry Participants

Statistics on Responses from Indecon Survey

% Growth in Business Volumes over Next 5 Years

Average (mean) of % growth rates quoted

27.7%

Median of % growth rates quoted

20.0%

Weighted Average (By Employment)

21.8%

Average of % growth rates quoted (High outliers excluded)

23.6%

Source: Indecon research among Irish funds industry participants
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5.3

Factors Impacting Growth

In addition to their predictions on percentage growth,
Indecon also accessed the views of funds industry
participants in relation to the importance of factors
likely to impact on these growth prospects. This entailed
respondents indicating a ranking of 1 to 5 on the relative
importance of specific factors impacting the growth of the
funds industry in Ireland over the next five years, with a
ranking of 1 indicating largest impact and a ranking of 5
representing the view on the lowest impact.

A summary of the percentage breakdown of responses
according to respondents who indicated ‘Largest
Impact’ is presented in Figure 5.1. It is notable, though
perhaps not surprising, that the regulatory environment is
regarded by the industry as by far the factor likely to have
the greatest impact on growth prospects over the medium
term, with 58% of respondents ranking this as the largest
impact. Also highlighted as an important factor affecting
future growth was the legislative environment, with 34%
of respondents saying this has the second largest impact.

Figure 5.1: Factors Impacting Growth of Funds Industry in Ireland Over Next 5 Years – Summary of
Industry Views on Relative Impacts

Source: Indecon research among Irish funds industry participants
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5.4	Indicative Scenarios for Future Increase in
Economic Impact

business volumes, expenditures, employment levels and
tax payments, remain constant at existing (2018) levels.

Based on the predictions on business growth provided
by firms, Indecon has also developed indicative scenarios
on how these growth projections could translate into
increased economic impacts over time. These scenarios
focus on employment levels in the industry in Ireland, as
well as on the contribution of the industry to the exchequer
in the form of tax payments.

Figure 5.2 presents Indecon’s indicative central-, highand low-growth scenarios for future direct employment
supported by the funds industry in Ireland, based on the
industry growth predictions for the period out to 2023.
These scenarios suggest that if the industry’s growth
predictions materialise, the number of persons employed
in the provision of various services and supports could
increase from the existing 16,003 FTEs in 2018 to an
estimated 19,783 FTEs in 2023 under the central-growth
scenario. Under a high-growth scenario, employment
levels could rise to over 21,800 FTEs, while under a lowgrowth scenario, the numbers employed could increase to
an estimated 17,760 FTEs by 2023.

It is emphasised that these scenarios are purely indicative
in nature, and are based solely on extrapolating existing
employment and tax payments in line with varying
assumptions on overall growth in industry business levels
over the five-year period from 2018 to 2023. Thus, the
scenarios implicitly assume that the structure of the
industry, and in particular the relationships between

Figure 5.2: Indicative Scenarios for Future Increase in Economic Impacts of Irish Funds Industry –
Employment Impact

Source: Indecon research among Irish funds industry participants
Note: Scenarios based on average of growth rates predicted by industry participants, excluding high outliers, as per Table 5.1. Central scenario assumes
overall growth of 23.6%, or 4.3% per annum (compound average). Low growth scenario assumes growth of 11% over period, or 2.1% per annum, while
high growth scenario assumes growth of 36.3% between 2018-2023, or 6.4% per annum.
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Given the significant existing contribution of the funds
industry to the Irish Exchequer (of over €0.8 billion per
annum in 2018), Indecon has also developed indicative
scenarios for the potential growth in tax payments. These
scenarios are depicted in Figure 5.3. Under the central
scenario, if industry growth predictions are realised,
and assuming the relationship between tax contribution

and business levels remains the same as in 2018, the
overall level of tax contribution from the funds industry
could increase to an estimated €1.03 billion by 2023.
Alternatively, our high-growth scenario could see tax
payments rise to €1.14 billion, while if the low-growth
scenario were to materialise, the exchequer contribution
could increase to €0.929 billion by 2023.

Figure 5.3: Indicative Scenarios for Future Increase in Economic Impacts of Irish Funds Industry –
Exchequer Contribution/Tax Payments (€ Million)

Source: Indecon research among Irish funds industry participants
Note: Scenarios based on average of growth rates predicted by industry participants, excluding high outliers, as per Table 5.1. Central scenario assumes
overall growth of 23.6%, or 4.3% per annum (compound average). Low growth scenario assumes growth of 11% over period, or 2.1% per annum, while
high growth scenario assumes growth of 36.3% between 2018-2023, or 6.4% per annum.

It is also important to emphasise that, in event of a serious
downturn via an external shock such as an unexpected
decline in business volumes or a deterioration of Ireland’s

competitive position, there would be consequential
impacts on the funds industry’s activity levels and
economic contribution.
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5.5	Summary

greatest impact on growth prospects over the medium
term, with 58% of respondents to Indecon’s research
ranking this as the largest impact. Also highlighted
as an important factor affecting future growth was
the legislative environment, with 34% of industry
respondents saying this has the second largest impact.

This section examined the prospects for future growth
of the Irish funds industry, as well as the factors likely to
impact on growth. The key findings were as follows:
•

•

As part of the research undertaken by Indecon among
funds industry participants, the views of firms were
sought in relation to their projections for growth in
business volumes over the medium term (next five
years). On average, these industry predictions suggest
that business volumes could expand by approximately
22-28% over the next five years. It is important
to emphasise that caution should be exercised
in interpreting these projections, given the great
uncertainty attached to any such predictions.
In relation to the main factors likely to impact on future
growth prospects, it is notable, though perhaps not
surprising, that the regulatory environment is regarded
by the industry as by far the factor likely to have the

•

Indicative scenarios developed by Indecon suggest
that if the industry’s growth predictions materialise, the
number of persons employed in the provision of various
services and supports could increase from the existing
16,003 FTEs in 2018 to an estimated 19,783 FTEs in
2023, under a central-growth scenario, while the overall
level of tax contribution from the funds industry could
increase to an estimated €1.03 billion by 2023. These
illustrative scenarios assume that the structure of the
industry, and in particular the relationships between
business volumes, expenditures, employment levels
and tax payments, remain constant at existing levels.
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